
 

The Sigma Pulse Wand by LED Creative is a low energy, 
tubular illumination system that combines both the brightness 
and look of traditional neon/fluorescent fixtures with the 
versatility, intensity and highly controllable performance of 
LED technology.

SIGMA PULSE WAND
LED Creative Sigma Pulse Wands offer a range of tubular baton fixtures capable of 
delivering stunning LED power, performance and flexibility.

Available as one or two metre units and supplied for rental as comprehensive, eight 
wand kits, Sigma Pulse Wands are quick to set up and simple to operate - perfect for 
adding dynamic colour, shape and form to almost any lighting design.

Created as part of the LC Sigma range Pulse Wands offer precise, individual pixel 
accuracy controlled either directly from a lighting console or by using pixel mapping via 
a media server.  The wands are also fully compatible with both the LED Creative BYTE 
and Megabyte control systems.

Cost effective, versatile and easy to use, Sigma Pulse Wands are the ideal linear illumination 
solution for adding creative elements and decorative highlights to media and broadcast 
entertainment set-ups, visual merchandising installations or architectural builds.
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Product Range 

SIGMA PULSE WAND 
RGB

SIGMA PULSE WAND
Features
Available as comprehensive ‘plug and play’ 8 way kits.

Powerful, low energy RGB light source. 

Choice of lengths - 1000mm or 2000mm.

Simple to install, can be suspended using built in cable or floor mounted using LED Creative Z Stand accessory.

Controllable via lighting console (DMX) or manual dimmer.

Low maintenance.

SIGMA Pulse Wands are fully compatible with the LED Creative designed BYTE Controller allowing seamless control of multiple effects and 
virtually infinite colour rendering capabilities. Please refer to separate Technical Data Sheet, LC TDS BYTE CONTROLLER for full details

Power use per metre

Standard length

Wand Diameter

Minimum cut point

Cut and Tail Service

Operating Temp

0.015kWh

1000mm or 2000mm

Ø30mm

N/A

N/A

-40°C - +50°C

LEDs per metre

Watts per metre

Voltage

PCB colours available

Light Output

Illuminated surface area

60

14.4W

5V DC

N/A

600 Lumens per metre

270°
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Diameter:  
Ø30mm

Diameter:  
Ø30mm 1030mm

2020mm


